inter-task variance (e.g., differences in outcome measures associated with task presence or task difficulty). The context in which inter-device error emerges is important to capture, and the method used to quantify it is an important consideration.
For example, although the Limits of Agreement on a Bland-Altman plot [1, 2] can quantify variance due to inter-device differences, they give no insight into expected sources of variance: differences between groups (e.g., PD vs. HE), medication states ("On" versus "Off"), treatment conditions (e.g., treatment present versus treatment absent), task difficulty levels (e.g., singleversus dual-task), and so on. Likewise, although intraclass correlation coefficients are used to quantify inter-rater reliability [3] or test-retest reliability [4] , they are statistically inappropriate for assessing inter-device agreement. Devices-unlike raters or test occasions-have a fixed rather than a random assignment [5, 6] .
If on some measurement scale, for example, it were found that PD and HE differed by 10 points on average, or treatment-present versus treatment-absent conditions differed by 5 points on average, then an observed inter-device measurement error of ±1 point may be deemed "acceptable" by a clinician-particularly if the novel measurement device offered other advantages over the standard measurement device (e.g., portability, convenience, cost, etc.).
In the present study, device-related measurement error associated with SmartMOVE versus heel contact-based gait measurement was assessed in the context of two well-studied experimental effects: differences in outcome measures between PD and HE and differences in outcome measures between self-paced versus metronome-cued walking conditions. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to assess inter-group, inter-condition, and inter-device differences simultaneously. By partitioning the variance observed in the data into an underlying set of underlying sources, ANOVA thus enables a comparison of the amount of "undesirable" variance due to device-related measurement error (here, between SmartMOVE versus heel contact-based devices) relative to the amount of "desirable" variance due to inter-group effects (here, Parkinson's versus healthy) and inter-condition effects (here, self-paced walking versus walking with RAC). (Inter-group and intercondition variance are "desirable" in that the greater the difference in scores between groups or between conditions, the greater the discriminative ability of a given test instrument.)
